Athol Fugard's "Master Harold" . . . and 
start discussing about the 'men of magnitude' in history, as they call them. This part shows how the colonizer and the Other try to get along. Neither the colonizer nor the colonized has the absolute power and thus justifying their beliefs, each party exerts its power over the other. The Other has the significant role in making the identity of the colonizer, as it is well portrayed in this part of the play. In other words, it is in the presence of the difference, the Other, that the colonizer understands its own identity better.
Culler believes: "even the idea of personal identity emerges through the discourse of a culture: the "I" is not something given but comes to exist as that which is addressed by and related to others" (qtd. in Ashcroft et al. 2007, p.206) . "In Derrida's words, what we take to be meaning is really only the mental trace left behind by the play of signifiers. And that trace consists of the differences by which we define a word" (qtd in Tyson 2006, p.253) . Therefore, the colonized is shaped by and also shapes the colonizer; it is gazed at and gazes at the colonizer and that is the mutual complex relationship between the colonizer and the Other which Bhabha suggests. For naming the men of magnitude in history, each of them looks at this issue from his own point of view. Sam believes that Napoleon is the man of magnitude since he "regarded all people as equal before the law and wanted them to have equal opportunities for advancement" (Fugard 1982, p.20) .
Hally, on the other hand, admonishes Sam that he should not confuse historical significance with greatness and then he calls Charles Darwin the man of magnitude. Living in South Africa and in Apartheid regime, Sam the Other, is obsessed with the equality of people, thus he names Napoleon and Hally, the colonizer who is obsessed with taking advantage and with development and progress, names Darwin who proposed the Theory of Evolution and who revolutionized science, as Hally assumes. The second man of magnitude, Sam proposes is Abraham Lincoln; and the third figure is a literary figure, William Shakespeare. Hally, on the other hand, proposes Tolstoy, as Hally says: "he gets the title on two scores: social reform and literary genius" (Fugard 1982, p.22 (Fugard 1982, p.24) The other suggested man of magnitude by Sam is Jesus, the messiah. This time, Hally, who introduces himself as an atheist, changes the subject and suggests: "Don't let's get started on religion" (Fugard 1982, 24) . As Bhabha theorizes, the "colonial mimicry strategy" is advocated by both parties, the colonizer and the colonized or generally speaking, by the colonizer and the Other, since both parties disavow being quite the same. Colonial mimicry strategy desires: "a reformed recognizable Other, as a subject of difference that is almost the same, but not quite" (original italics, Huddart 2006, p.40) . Hally, very much like Sam does not want to exert his absolute power over the other party or as Huddart believes, he does not want to terminate the colonial relationship by his despotism.
Sam, the Other, tries to follow the 'colonial mimicry strategy' and assimilate himself with Hally. Sam tries to become almost the same as Hally, because Hally as a colonizer desires; however Sam resists becoming quite the same which is the sign of his resistance to servitude. Sam states: "I've got one I know we'll agree on. A simple straight-forward great Man of Magnitude . . . and no arguments. And he really did benefit all mankind" (Fugard 1982, p.25) . Sam proposes Alexander Flemming. Hearing the name of Alexander Flemming excites Hally: "Splendid Sam! Splendid. For once we are in total agreement. The major breakthrough in medical science in the 20 th century. If it wasn't for him, we might have lost the Second World War" (Fugard 1982, p.26) .
Hally looks at Flemming from political point of view and the services he had done to soldiers during the Second World War. Sam, once again, tries to find a common ground to become almost the same as Hally; Hally also becomes happy when he sees the reformed but recognizable Other. Hally happily says: "It's deeply gratifying, Sam, to know that I haven't been wasting my time in talking to you. (strutting around proudly) Tolstoy may have educated his peasants, but I've educated you" (my emphasis, Fugard 1982, p.26) . Finding Sam almost the same, Hally satisfactorily acclaims Sam. Hally, the colonizer, has educated the Other to make out of it a reformed but recognizable Other and he has been successful, as he claims.
Thus, the 'colonial mimicry strategy' proposed by Homi K. Bhabha, is a strategy advocated by both parties, the colonizer and the colonized or the Other. The colonizer desires to make the colonized almost the same but not quite the same because if the Other becomes quite the same it tacitly means that the authentic identity of the colonizer is imitable and it is in contrast with what the colonizer desires. As Bhabha maintains: "colonial discourse wants the colonized to be extremely like the colonizer, but by no means identical" (Huddart 2006, p.40) . On the other hand, the colonized or the Other wants to be almost the same as the colonizer but it does not want to be quite the same to resist his loss of identity which is the emblem of its resistance to sheer servitude. As Bhabha (1994) argues, in The Location of Culture, "the discourse of mimicry is constructed around an ambivalence; in order to be effective, mimicry must continually produce its slippage, its excess, its difference" (p.122). The colonizer, on the other hand, is intimidated by the Other who may become the colonizer's 'colonial doubl with the same power. The colonizer is intimidating the Other and at the same time it is intimidated by the Other. So, in the Third Space, the identities of the colonizer and the Other are mutually constructed.
Very much like Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion in which Elizabeth, the Other, is instructed by Higgins, the colonizer, Sam is educated by Hally to become almost the same. Hally educates Sam to make a reformed but recognizable Other out of Sam. In other words, though Sam is older than Hally he gets lessons from him to become more civilized, from Hally's point of view. Wedeen (2013) sarcastically states that in "colonial and modernization discourses people have to move up the evolutionary ladder and become more 'civilized' before they can be free" (869). Very much like, Elizabeth, Sam repeats the sentences Hally tells him: "repeat after me, Sam: gold in the Transvaal, mealies in the Free State, sugar in Natal and grapes in the Cape" (Fugard 1982, p.26) .
Even for passing the exams Hally tries to be better than Sam; actually he does not want the Other quite the same. He wants to be better than the Other to show his unreachably authentic identity. However, Hally does not establish a one way colonial relationship with Sam, in which he solely manipulates the relationship and he exerts his absolute power over Sam. Hally educates Sam, though this very action is menacing for the colonizer. Bothe the colonizer and the Other benefit and are benefited from the colonial relationship they are tangled in, as Bhabha stipulates.
Sam, Willie and Hally remember the old sweet days when Hally was a little boy and was playing with Willie and Sam. They remember the time when they had very close relationships and were intimate friends. The colonial relationship between Hally and the black men is metaphorically very much like the chess game Hally the little boy played with Sam and Willie years ago when Sam and Willie were teenagers. Hally remembers the days when he and Sam were intentionally colluding to make Willie, who was very weak in playing chess, win the game. The strategy Hally was using was very much like the colonial mimicry strategy they are employing. Hally, with the help of Sam, were letting Willie to win the game. Hally was letting Willie to feel that he is almost the same as Sam and Hally. This way the game was continuing; otherwise, without Willie, the Other in the chess game, the game would be terminated. It is worth mentioning their chess playing since it tangibly portrays the way these characters are employing the mimicry strategy for the sake of the continuation of the mutually beneficial colonial relationship: (My italics, Fugard 1982, pp.30-31) Hally remembers a day when Sam made a kite for him. Hally could not believe that a black man, the Other, knows how to make and fly a kite: "what the hell does a black man know about flying a kite?" (Fugard 1982, p.32) . Very much like the chess game, flying the kite is another example portraying the colonial relationship between the colonizer and the Other. Cooperating in making and flying the kite, Sam and Hally reach to their goal by team working. Very much like making and flying the kite, the colonizer and the Other boost the colonial relationship with cooperation and assimilation. The ambiguous point for Hally at that time was that why Sam did not stay there and why he left Hally. As a white little boy, Hally was ignorant of the social and racial segregation, so the reason of Sam's absence has remained vague for Hally for many years.
Hally asks Sam why he left him that day but Sam, the Other, does not want to bold the social and racial segregation especially when he is in good colonial relationship with Hally. Sam does not want to highlights his difference from Hally; Sam, as the Other, desires to be almost the same as Hally, the colonizer. Sam eludes Hally's question when Sam says that he does not remember that day which was "too, long ago" and that he left Hally since "he had work to do" (Fugard 1982, p.33, p.34) . However, it seems strange for Hally: "there's a nice little short-story there. 'The Kite-Flyers' But we'd have to find a twist in the ending" (Fugard 1982, p.35) . Though Sam does not refer to his difference as a black man and thus the Other, Hally refers to the difference but he is not able to see the world through the eyes of the Other and finds why Sam suddenly disappeared, that day. Though Hally is in the Third Space and is getting close to the black men's Hally, the colonizer, being in the Third Space, tries to assimilate himself with the black people and their cultural heritage; though he is still calling the Foxtrot and Ballroom Champions the release of primitive emotions, he does not disavow it. Hally and Sam know how to get along with each other and how to assimilate themselves with the standards of the other group. Both Hally and Sam are aware of the rules of the colonial relationship and it is the cause of the continuation of the relationship. Sam and Willie, the Other, try to assimilate themselves but they do not want to become quite the same.
Based on the Other's resistance strategy proposed by Bhabha, the Other does not want to become quite the same and Hally, as the colonizer, also assimilates with the black people to get to his benefits. He wants a reformed but recognizable Other and he does his best to get to this goal for the sake of its benefits. If Hally understands that the Other is getting quite the same, he resorts to his power and furiously exerts his absolute power over the Other and consequently he makes a one way colonial relationship which is surely terminated. As Huddart (2006) maintains: "when the relationship between self and other seems to be one of domination, the fact that there is a relationship at all suggest that domination is not total" (p.46).
Sam starts explaining all the details of the Ballroom Champions to Hally very meticulously and Hally writes them as part of his English assignment. Completely engaged in Sam's description of the Champion, Hally asks Sam a question which makes Sam laugh since it shows that Hally is completely unaware of the norms and codes ruling the Ballroom Champion. Hally asks: "when you are dancing-if you and your partner collide into another couple" (Fugard 1982, p.50) . Sam-very much like the beginning of the play when Hally teaches Sam the principles of choosing the men of magnitude-teaches Hally the principles ruling the dance of Foxtrot. Sam compares the very dance to life and the way the blacks and the whites live with one another without collusion, if they follow the colonial rules of the Third Space. In other words, metaphorically, Sam very nicely depicts the Third Space they are living in.
Sam metaphorically refers to the life of the colonizer with the Other in the Third Space without collusion. He nicely depicts the way all of them, the whites and the blacks, are living with one another. He teaches Hally how this kind of dance is similar to their colonial relationship. Sam, in response to Hally's question, explains to him:
That's what I've been trying to say to you all afternoon. And it's beautiful because that is what we want life to be like. But instead, like you said, Hally, we're bumping into each other all the time. Look at the three of us this afternoon: I've bumped into Willie, the two of us have bumped into you, you've bumped into your mother, she bumping into your dad . . . The whole world is doing it all the time. . . . America has bumped into Russia, England is bumping into India, richman bumps into poor man. Those are big collusions, Hally. . . . Are we never going to get it right? . . . learn to dance life like champions instead of always being just a bunch of beginners at it? (Fugard 1982, p.50) .
Sam names Mahatma Ghandi as a great man who has reached his goals relying on his dreams: "without the dream we won't know what we're going for" (Fugard 1982, p.51 (Fugard 1982, p.51, p.52) The relationship between the colonizer and the Other, between the whites and the blacks, between art and politics, can be very similar to a world without collision if these people follow the rules of the interaction, otherwise collisions terminate the relationship. The colonial Third Space Bhabha portrays for the colonizer and the Other, is very similar to the world without collision, or as Hally names it, it becomes like "a global politics on the dance floor" (Fugard 1982, p.52) .
They are immersed in talking that Hally's mother telephones and makes Harry anxious by telling him that his father is getting released from the hospital. Hally cannot tolerate the indecent behavior of his drunk racist father. Hally is tired of fighting and the inconvenience his father makes for him and his mother. Getting angry of hearing this news, Hally goes to his table and tears up the page he was writing on and says: "so much for a bloody world without collisions" (Fugard 1982, p.55) . Hally tries to hide his feeling but he cannot. He insults his drunk, crippled father; Sam and Willie try to calm him down; Sam says: "take back those words and ask forgiveness! It's a terrible sin for a son to mock his father with jokes like that. You'll be punished if you carry on. Your father is your father, even if he is a . . . cripple man" (Fugard 1982, p.57) .
The Colonial Relationship Is Terminated
As Sam, the Other, intervenes, Hally cannot tolerate it and interpret Sam's intervention as the sign of the Other who is becoming quite the same to the extent that it is not recognizable anymore. Huddart (2006) maintains that, "colonial authority is menaced by the colonized to the extent that it utterly depends on the colonized for its sense of itself" (p.61). Thus finding Sam as his colonial double who has the same power, Hally admonishes Sam: "It's your turn to be careful, Sam. Very careful! You're treading on dangerous ground. Leave me and my father alone" (Fugard 1982, p.57) . Huddart (2006) well represents this ambivalent situation: "the play between equivalence and excess makes the colonized both reassuringly similar and also terrifying." (p.41) Hally is intimidated so much that he cannot tolerate the Other anymore and resorts to the traditional straightforward exertion of power which drastically leads to failure and also to the termination of the colonial relationship.
Hally tells Sam: "My mother is right. She's always warning me about allowing you to get too familiar. Well, this time you've gone too far. It's going to stop right now" (Fugard 1982, p.58) . Hally reminds Sam, the Other who is becoming quite the same in Hally's view, that he is only a servant and that his father is Sam's boss. Sam insists that Hally's mother is his master not Hally's father but Hally reminds Sam that since his father is a white man thus he is his boss. However, Roberts (1982) believes; "Hallie is too young and too self-absorbed to understand what is leading him to a moment of collision with Sam and then to bitter rejection of the black man who has been more of a father to him than his own father" (p.30). But Hally, the colonizer, is highly intimidated by the Other and thus he reacts this way.
Seeing Sam's power especially when Sam intervenes and advises Hally how to behave his father, Hally is very much intimidated and thus decides to terminate the threatening colonial relationship. He asks Sam to call him Master Harold and if he does not he will lose his job. He tells Sam that his father very much like his mother asks Hally to treat Willie and Sam as servants: "you must teach the boys to show you more respect, my son" (Fugard 1982, p.60) . Hally starts insulting Sam and the black people in general; he spits in Sam's face. As Huddart believes, Hally leads the colonial relationship with Willie and Sam into its termination when he trespasses the rules of the Third Space. He withdraws from the Third Space and does not follow the colonial mimicry strategy, anymore. Sam, seeing Hally's brutality, resolutely resists Hally; Sam ironically calls Hally Master Harold but very authoritatively warns Hally that Hally has hurt himself. "You've just hurt yourself bad", Sam says to Hally. (original italics, Fugard 1982, p.62) .
Willie, very much like Sam, is very angry with Hally; both Sam and Willie condemns Hally's deed. Sam reminds Hally how he helped him when he was a little boy and ashamed of his father's indecent behavior. Sam tells Hally why he helped him make a kite and why he did not stay there on the bench as it was a white-only bench. Very much like the essentialist Hally, Sam desperately reveals to Hally his true feelings about Hally and his father: "how do I wash off your and your father's filth? . . . I've also failed. A long time ago I promised myself I was going to try and do something, but you've just shown me . . . Master Harold . . . that I've failed" (Fugard 1982, p.62) .
Having revealed thei true emotions-Hally also does reveals his real feelings toward the Other, the black peopletowards the colonizer, Hally and Hally's father, Sam and Willie decides not to terminate the relationship and asks Hally to try it again and establish a new colonial relationship in the Third Space with Hally and his family, the colonizer. Metaphorically, Sam refers to flying another kite which means founding a new colonial relationship in which both the colonizer and the Other benefit from in their mutual relationships. Sam believes that it has worked once and it will work again. Hally, in response, does not oppose to him but assumes that the atmosphere is not appropriate.
The geographical atmosphere Hally refers to may metaphorically mean the current social atmosphere which is not appropriate for this kind of relationship. But the last conversation between Sam and Hally is hopefully inspiring. On the other hand, Willie also decides to establish a new relationship with Hilda and promises not beat her again. Sam and Willie, at the end of the play, rehearse dancing again which can be a symbol of nonracial society in the future as Jordan (1993) believes: "In its combination of European forms with local township traditions, it is also a figure for the nonracial society of the future that is glimpsed in the play's closing moments" (p.466).
Conclusion

3.
Therefore, the colonial relationship has continued as long as both the colonizer and the Other presume that the relationship is mutually beneficial. In the beginning of the play, Hally teaches Sam and Sam tries to assimilate himself with Hally, near the end of the play, Sam teaches Hally and thus, being in the Third Space, Hally tries to assimilate with the Other. But as soon as, Hally, the colonizer, assumes that Sam is becoming quite the same, he decides to terminate the colonial relationship in which he may become the loser. In the colonial relationship proposed by Bhabha, none of the parties, neither the colonizer nor the Other, is the loser and none is the winner. Consequently, the colonial mimicry strategy is supported by both parties in this mutual relationship and the identities are also mutually constructed in the presence of the Other. The Other desires to become almost the same as the colonizer but not quite the same which is the emblem of the Other's resistance to servitude and this is the very resistance strategy employed by the Other, and on the other hand, the colonizer desires a reformed but recognizable Other. The colonizer is intimidated by the Other who becomes quite the same and who gains the equal power and thus becomes its colonial double.
As long as they follow the colonial rules of the Third Space, the world they are living in is the world without collisions but as soon as a party understands that it is defeated by the other party, brutal hostility and consequently fighting begins and thus as Huddart says the colonial relationship is lead into its termination. At the end of the play when the mutual relationship has been completely broken, Sam's suggestion inspires hope for the establishment of the new colonial relationship, the one very similar to the previous one but this time the stronger relationship than the previous one they may found since they have experienced the futility of the colonial relationship in which one party has the absolute power over the other.
Huddart articulates: "colonialism is marked by a complex economy of identity in which colonized and colonizer depend on each other" (2006, 2) . The Other is not something outside or beyond the self, as the traditional Cartesian perspective would have it; rather, it is deeply implicated in and with the self (Türkkan 2011, p.369) . The characters have understood that entering the Third Space will be beneficial for both parties and in the colonial atmosphere in which there is no way out, the best solution for having a world without collision is following the colonial strategies beneficial for both parties and it is not achieved unless the colonizer and the Other carefully follow the rules and do not trespass them, otherwise the world will be changed to a world full of big collisions.
